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ABSTRACT
The most significant challenge for schools in the 21st century is to keep parents
and students connected with the learning community. An overwhelming amount of
research agrees that parental involvement is essential for enhancing ~chievement in
schools. The research also agrees that parents are not able to be invoh;ed in their
children's education due to the stresses of single parenthood and two career families. The
development of online technologies to enhance the communication between home and
school has become a viable option. This internship report provides a literature review on
the topic of online technologies and it chronicles the implementation of this type of
technology.
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ORGANIZATION OF TIDS REPORT I.'
This report is organized in a logical manner and is divided into three chapters. In
Chapter One the stage is set with a rationale for the int~mship option in the Masters in
Education program and my personal rationale for choosing this route. Ii: introduces the
I
reader to the internship setting, discusses issues of supervision and provides a summary
of key activities and experiences during the internship. Finally, Chapter One provides
detail on the fieldwork self eValuation; a short summary of the research component of the
report and provides some perceived limitations of the report. Chapter Two of the report
provides a literature review on the potential of asynchronous web-based communications
between school and home and provides a short review of several options that are
available to schools who wish to employ such a service. Chapter Three provides a
chronology of the process inVolved in implementing K-12 Planet during my internship
and some general reflection on my fieldwork experience.
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CHAPTER ONE jot
SUMMARY OF THE INTERNSHIP
Rationale for the Internship Option
School administrator preparation programs all over North Ame?Ca are adding
practica or internships to their requirements. The argument is that in order to develop
effective school administrators it is essential to have a partnership between school
districts and universities. Browne-Ferrigno & Muth (2004) argue that effective
internships provide students with the opportunities to develop technical expertise and
professional behaviors. Administrative fieldwork can stimulate changes in the
perspectives, concepts, language, and skills ofaspiring principals. They also provide
school districts with a pool ofadministrators that have already been oriented to the
administrative routines in their district. School districts are given the OPPortunity to
invest in their own pool of future leaders.
During the application process for the Master of Education (EdUcational
Leadership program) at Memorial University ofNewfoundland, I was Presented with a
variety of program options, all ofwhich provided rewarding possibilities for graduate
studies. I could have applied for the all course route, the course and internship\project
route or the course and thesis route. I made the choice to do the internship route because
it was the most practical path for a person who aspires for advancement in the
administrative field within the education system. Upon reflection, I acknowledge that
there is exceptional value in actually becoming oriented to the high pressure, multi-
faceted job that challenges the school administrative team daily. ThrOugh the internship,
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I would experience the systems, policies and routines that maintaiti effective schools and
I would observe the intricacies of the human interaction between students, staff and
administration.
The internship is an exceptional opportunity to transform the theory into practice.
Throughout my time in the Master's program I have, through course work, read about,
researched and debated the variety ofemerging theories in educational administration.
The internship is a prime opportunity to observe the administrative process through that
theoretical lens.
My background is in technology and I have spent most of the last ten years
implementing technological advances in schools and teaching Technology Education at
the high school level. Many of the daily challenges for administrators are either directly
or indirectly associated with technology.
The Internship Setting
The ten week internship took place at a suburban high school 20 kilometers
outside of St. John's Newfoundland. The school has 520 students and 33 staffmembers.
The physical building is large and is capable ofaccommodating nearly twice the number
ofenrolled students. This school was adversely affected by the denominational
restructuring of the 1990s in that its enrollment has been declining consistently since that
restructuring. Regardless of adversity, this school continues to be a pioneer in initiatives
to enhance student achievement.
This school was chosen for the internship for several key reasons. Firstly, it was
ready to start an initiative that would see parents and students become connected to
school through online technologies. The school planned to launch a service called K-12
J.'
Planet in September 2004 that would provide all students and parents with internet access
to school data. They would have access to information such as attendance, marks,
homework, report cards and conduct documentation from wherever they could get
internet access. Taking part in fieldwork at this school and playing ajeadership role in the
implementation of this technology, was an exceptional opportunity. '!'pis is a topic that I
had already completed research on and was my chosen focus for my internship.
Secondly, the administrators are mid-career teachers and are both relatively new to the
administrative field. The assistant principal is in her second year in an administrative
position and the principal is in his fifth year as an administrator. Both are dedicated
readers of the latest educational research and are constantly developing strategies to
transform theory into practice. Finally, the school has a well articulated plan for school
development that includes the use ofonline technologies to enhance the communication
between home and school.
On-site Supervision
The principal and vice-principal both supervised me during my internship. The
principal tended to play a larger roll in my day to day activities since we both
collaborated heavily on the implementation ofK-12 Planet and other technologies in the
school. As my university supervisor, Dr. Jerome Delaney provided constant
reinforcement and guidance. We kept in touch mostly through e-mail and meetings on
campus.
4
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Internship Activities and Experien~es
The main focus for my internship was to provide leadership in the implementation
ofK-12 Planet in a high school setting. My main goal was to track the process of
implementation of this online technology and assess, where possible, its initial impact on
students, parents and teachers. In addition, my overall goal was to be'~volved with as
many other aspects ofthe school administrator's job as time permitted. It is worth
mentioning at this time, that from the fIrst day of my internship, I was treated as part of
the administrative team. I was invited to collaborate on the most routine along with the
most challenging issues that faced the school administration. I participated in activities
that challenged my abilities to work as an administrator and to communicate effectively
with teachers, support staff, students and parents. SpecifIcally, my activities included:
I. Participating, prior to the fIrst week of school, in a planning breakfast where I was
introduced to department heads. I was instantly made part of the planning process and
contributed actively to discussions.
2. Collaborating with the principal during the fIrst week ofmy internship to plan out the
implementation ofK-12 Planet. I also started getting to know the staff and students of
the school.
3. Shadowing the principal and assistant principal in their day to day activities.
4. Delivering a presentation to parents on K-12 Planet during curriculum night.
5. Attending an in-service with the principal about the new district communication
system.
6. Providing evening training opportunities for parents on K-12 Planet.
7. Delivering training sessions to staffon the use ofK-12 Planet.
8. Delivering training session to school staffon new district communications system.
9. Generating and distributing K-12 Planet login accounts for students in the school.
10. Providing technology support and account information to parents who call the school
in search of assistance with K-12 Planet.
11. Resolving discipline issues with students. I worked on several diS9ipline challenges
and acted as a mediator in conflicts between teachers and students and between
students and their peers.
12. Managing student locker distribution system.
13. Supervising school dances.
14. Planning staff and department head meetings with principal and assistant principal.
This included making presentations to department heads on new technologies.
15. Collaborating with parents to help solve their children's discipline and attendance
problems.
16. Visiting regular classrooms with the principal to establish rapport with students and
teachers.
17. Traveling with student groups on field trips and other community activities.
Method of Self Evaluation
The main goal for my internship was to take part in as many activities as possible
to gain an understanding of the job of school administrator. My project for the internship
was to lead the implementation ofK-12 Planet. Each day I took time for reflection. I
kept notes on new things I had learned and experienced. In addition, through routine
conversations with the principal, I maintained my focus on the goals and objectives of the
internship.
6Research Component
The research component of this internship report is a literature review on the use
of online asynchronous technologies to enhance cOllJIIlunications between home and
school. This literature review will also provide a short introduction to some of the
I
products that are available to school administrators who identify this service as an option
for their schools. The discussion of the implementation ofK-12 Planet during my
internship will include comments from parents and some of the preliminary findings of a
survey administered to students by the school administrator.
Limitations of the Report
Chapter Three of this report chronicles the implementation ofK-12 Planet during
my internship. Although there is tremendous potential to carry out primary clinical
research on this technology, the timing of my internship did not provide that opportunity.
It will probably take a year before impact of this service can truly be evaluated. It can be
argued that a research project on the impact ofK-12 Planet could be started September
2005.
My general reflections on the internship must take into account that although I
had a tremendous learning experience, my interaction with students and teachers was
affected by the fact that my term in the school was temporary.
7CHAPTER TWO
ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE TECHNOLOGIES AS STUDENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
One of the criticisms of schools in the 21 st century is that reg~?lessof the wide
range of societal changes that have happened over the last forty years, schools are still
based on a 1950's model. They are often criticized for not changing to meet the demands
of the family in the 21 st century. Over the past twenty-five years parents have become
less involved in their children's education. This can be attributed to the emergence of the
two income family where both parents work. Parents cannot be involved as easily due to
incompatible work schedules with the schools (Bauch, 1998). Parents depend more and
more on their children to inform them of the news from their school. One momentous
development over the last ten years is the development of online internet-based
communication systems that allow parents to remotely keep in touch with their
children's school. With these systems parents can get information on everything from
grades on the latest test to class tardiness. It can be argued that these systems are the key
to enhancing parental involvement, improving schools and enhancing levels of school
achievement.
This chapter explores some of the literature on parental involvement in schools. It
will investigate the trends toward online web based portals for interaction between
teachers, parents and students. The merits of online asynchronous interaction will be
examined. Finally, it will review some of the alternatives that are available for schools as
they attempt to get parents involved in their children's education.
Parental Involvement
The literature is in agreement that parental involvement in children's learning is
the key to enhancing achievement in schools. For example, a synthesis of2, 575
empirical studies of academic learning, show that parental involvemept, either directly or
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indirectly, influences the chief determinants ofcognitive, affective, apd behavioral
learning (Walberg, 1984). Walberg argues that since children spend a ~ignificant amount
of time at home or under the control of their parents, enhancing the relationship between
home and school should produce large effects on learning. In his review of 29 studies of
school-parent programs, he found that family participation in education was twice as
predictive ofacademic success as socio-economic status. Epstein (1995) agrees with
Walberg when he says that parents who help encourage their children to learn at home,
and who help develop positive attitudes toward school, contribute to the personal and
academic growth of their children. Henderson and Berla (1997) also endorse this view.
This analysis of more that 85 different clinical studies concluded that:
The most accurate predictor of student achievement in school is not
income or social status but the extent to which that student's family can:
• create a home environment that encourages learning.
• express high (not unrealistic) expectations for their children's
achievement and future careers; and
• become involved in their children's education at school and in the
community. (pp. 160)
When parents get involved in education, children try harder and achieve better at
school. Research is showing that home environments are conducive to learning and the
relationship between the home and school has deteriorated in recent decades (Walberg,
1984).
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The lack of participation by parents does not necessarily ~dicate that parents have
a lack of interest in what their children are doing in school. Research conducted by the
United States National Parent Teacher Association (USNPTA) indicates that parents are
quite aware of the importance of being involved in schools. The poll;revealed that 94%
of respondents agreed that educational progress depended on involvm~parents in the
process (Bauch, 1998). In this study the respondents were parents of school-age children.
Meanwhile, a Gallup Poll of the general public revealed that 86% of respondents believed
that support from parents is the most important way to improve schools. Similarly, as far
back as 1984, a Gallup Poll revealed that a lack of parental involvement is the largest
problem facing public schools (Ost, 1988). It certainly appears that the importance of
parent involvement is not a surprise to anyone. What then is the problem? Why are
parents not as involved as they used to be?
Modem life and the pressures of both parents working or single parenthood has
placed severe restrictions on parents. Parents are stretched for time to be involved in their
children's educational experience (Keel, 2000). Bauch (1998) similarly discussed the
notion that parents have significant limitations on:
... time, schedules, distance and resources that prevent school-home
communication from being neither universal nor comprehensive...When
parents ask their child "What did you do in school today?" it is because
they sincerely want to know. It also shows that there is no easy access to
the information from any other source. (p. 225)
What is needed then is advancement in communications so that parents can be involved
in their children's education when it is convenient. They need an information system so
that instead ofasking general questions about school, they can ask subject specific
questions about their children's learning environment.
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In 1995 the American Business Collaboration for Quality Dependent Care (ABC)
adopted a program called Transparent Schools. ABC is a consortium of the largest
corporations in the United States including IBM, E~on, and Allstate (Bauch, 1998).
These large employers wanted a program that would improve schoo14 success while
helping working parents increase their positive roles with their child;ep.. The program
was a way for employers to spend employee benefit funds to reduce family stress and
contribute to local education. The program was based on a voice messaging telephone
system controlled at the school level by COItlputer technology. In the pilot, 102 schools
received $15,000 each to set up the infrastructure. After the first year, 87% of employee
families used the system and 78% were satisfied or very satisfied with how the system
kept them in contact with their children's SChool. 89% of participants wanted to keep the
service as a regular way for schools to keep parents informed (Bauch, 1998).
The trend toward onlibe web-based interaction
There is an information technology Solution emerging that promises to enhance
parents' connection with their children's le~g community. Virtual communities can
be defmed as a web-based communication forum. In the education environment web
forums can be as basic as an e-mail system with a homework listing page, or it can be
more advanced, allowing parents to track student attendance and grades and to
collaborate with teachers or other parents through an online portal. In these virtual
communities, diverse individuals with COffiItlon concerns can raise questions, share ideas
and plan activities (Beghetto, 2001).
Beghetto (2001) maintains that the Illost significant element of these virtual
communities is asynchronous conferencing. This is delayed conferencing which is not
11
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affected by time or geographic location. Parents can contribute to a forum with a
particular topic strand from wherever they are and on their own time. It can be argued
that the time and space independent nature ofasync~onouscommunications offers major
advantages to face to face communications. Walther (1996) holds that participants can
more mindfully and purposefully plan, compose, and edit comments.'ae states that these
systems have the capacity to be more socially desirable for users. With this technology
users have the time to concentrate on the construction of their messages and th~y do not
have to worry about the stresses of face to face communications.
Recent studies have revealed some encouraging connections between the
availability of online asynchronous communications between home and school and
children's academic achievement (Sonak, Suen, Zappe, & Hunter, 2002; Hampton,
Anderson, & Sigman, 2002).
Sonak et al. (2002) found that there was a direct link between academic
achievement and student/parent use of an online asynchronous communications program.
This research took place in the 1999/2000 school year at a junior high school in
Pennsylvania. The communication system was based on a software product called
TigerNet which was able to serve out a database of schoolwork, assignments and
p~ogress reports. Through the use of this system, students were able to log on at school
and track their own academic progress. Meanwhile, parents were able to log on from
home and receive information specific to their children from the system's world wide
web portal (Sonak et al., 2002).
Qualitative analysis of460 parent surveys revealed some promising feedback.
81% of parents who returned the survey said they accessed TigerNet from home internet
12
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connections; 47.6% revealed they accessed TigerNet at least onc~ a week. Under the
comments section of the survey, 248 comments were judged to be positive. These
comments alluded to the fact that they saw positive change in their children related to
increased responsibility, increased organization, more infonned and $rade improvement.
197 comments were judged to be negative. 87 of them were related tb ,teachers not
updating the system regularly and 79 were related to technical problems. It is also
important to note that there were 123 suggestions to improve the system. Path analysis
for students revealed that there was higher academic achievement as a result of using
TigerNet and a direct relationship between the amounts of time spent on TigerNet and
increased academic achievement (Sonak, 2002).
Hampton et al. (2002) conducted an action research project that involved 137
sixth grade children. The school was using a software product called PowerSchool. It was
similar to TigerNet in that it provided easy access to infonnation by students at school
and also provided an intemet portal for parents. The research involved tracking grade
point averages for three quarters of a school year. During the fIrst quarter teachers took
students into the computer lab to log on to the system and its use was compulsory for the
students. In the second quarter there was no requirement for students to use the system
and time was not. provided in class. During the third quarter, system use was required and
lab access w~ provided in class. During the fIrst quarter the average grade point average
in the sample was 2.18. In the second quarter, the grade point average dropped to 1.83.
Meanwhile, the grade point average went up to 2.33 in the third quarter. It was concluded
that the third quarter saw an increase of grade point averages because the students were
more comfortable with the reporting system and its use was mandated by the classroom
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teacher through the use of the computer lab during class time. Students made supportive
comments on the system. All the students' comments alluded to the surprise they felt as
they saw their marks increase while watching their PTogress on Power School. 80% of
the students surveyed felt that checking the online grading program rtelped them earn
better grades (Hampton et aI., 2002).
The research also provided some positive feedback from parents. During the first
quarter the avenlge number of parent accesses per day was 46.7. In the second quarter
this dropped to 35.6. In the meantime, third quarter results showed that there were 47.6
parent accesses per day. This shows a relationship between the children's use of the
system and the parents taking the time to access the data online. The most revealing
element of the parent feedback is from the survey (Hampton et al., 2002).
• 69% of parents knew child's grades before report cards were released
• 44% said that they check child's grades weekly.
• 43% said that the child and the parent check the grades together.
• 59% said they felt there was a direct link between access to system and
student achievement; and
• 54% said that the child's communication concerning school improved.
(p.14)
The findings of these research projects in the United States support the argument
that asynchronous web-based communications systems are vital in the movement to
enhance collaboration and improve student achievement. Public school districts all over
the United States and Canada have either installed these systems or are currently
researching their options.
Recently, the United States government released their No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) legislation. This legislation attempts to fix the United States public school
system by giving parents more choices regarding where their children are educated
14
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(United States Department ofEducation, 2004). It calls on educators to use proven
practices and programs to enhance student achievement. It gives more freedom to local
school districts and state legislatures and it increases the amount ofaccountability for
teachers, schools, districts and state governments. Essentially, it is a qecentralized
initiative that gives the professional educators the money, freedom and motivation to
j
increase achievement with proven initiatives. Large companies such as Apple, IBM and
Microsoft are hoping to jump on the bandwagon as these asynchronous communication
products are gaining momentum. In addition, many software companies are emerging
with the objective of breaking into this lucrative market. It can be argued that the NCLB
initiative will increase the demand for many of these products.
Software Solutions for Online Asynchronous Communications
When administrators are considering a student information system that provides
online asynchronous communications it is essential that they do their homework. Most of
these systems are expensive and require expensive training and support contracts. There
are several general issues that must be considered:
1. Does your current database management software have a product that can
act as an online portal?
2. Does the COp;lPanY that you are going to deal with have a good history in
this business?
3. Are there other schools using this software?
4. Can the sales representative provide references of schools that are using
this software?
5. Does the company offer training and support agreements with the
software?
The market is currently flooded with options. Administrators can choose from
expensive products developed by large well known companies or they can experiment
15
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with free options that are considered open source. The following ate a few that are
worthy ofconsideration.
Apple PowerSchool- This is a full service web-based student infonnation system. It
takes care of all aspects of student record keeping and because it is web-based it can be
~
accessed by parents from home. PowerSchool is an Apple product bu~ is platfonn
independent. This means that anyone using an Apple or PC can access PowerSchool with
a web browser without any special plugins. The literature is not clear on whether or not
PowerSchool requires an Apple-based server to manage the database. Through
PowerSchool parents can access real-time student data; communicate with teachers and
track their child's assignments and attendance. Students can track their academic
perfonnance and access homework assignments online. Apple is currently marketing this
product as a tool in the implementation initiatives under the No Child Left Behind
legislation (powerSchool Student Infonnation System 2004).
Moodle - Moodle is a software package for producing internet based courses and
websites. Moodle is completely open source which means that it is copyrighted but can
be used and copied freely. It can run on any computer that can run the PHP programming
language and can support many types of databases. It is designed to promote social
constructivist pedagogy and is suitable for online courses or supplementing face to face
learning (Moodle, 2003). Although this software has many more features than a regular
school will need, it does have the ability to provide an online portal for parents to view
student grades and homework and to collaborate with teachers and other parents in an
asynchronous community. Moodle requires nothing more on the user end than a PC with
a web browser, yet it provides strong security options. It does not provide the all
16
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inclusive multi-modular environment of some products; however, it 'is free and is well
supported by an extensive support website. Moodle does require its own onsite server to
run. There are several schools in the Eastern School District currently experimenting with
Moodle.
K-12 Planet - Ofall the student information system and online portal9, K-12 has perhaps
been in business the longest. K-12 Planet is a product developed by Chancery Student
Management Solutions. It is a web-based communication system that is intended to
interface with their database system, Winschool. K-12 Planet is different from
PowerSchool in that it does not require a server to run. It gets its data from servers
already running Winschool. It basically uploads the schools Winschool data to a web
server in Vancouver, British Columbia. This K-12 planet web server then serves the
information out to those who log on to their accounts. Through the web portal parents can
access student grades, homework assignments, schedules, attendance and conduct details
(Chancery Student Management Solutions, 2003). One of its significant strengths is that
it allows parents to see data already entered into the Winschool database; therefore, there
is no duplication ofdata entry. Even though K-12 Planet is a very powerful tool schools
will still have to rely on e-mail for asynchronous communications. K-12 Planet does not
offer the same potential for online collaboration as Moodle does.
From the few examples provided, it can be concluded that the price of the
software solution is not necessarily the issue. Administrators have to weigh the negatives
and positives ofeach potential solution. PowerSchool and K-12 Planet are powerful
systems but are expensive. Moodle is free and will meet the needs of any school to
17
provide online asynchronous communications to parents. In the J~a of student data
accessibility it is not however, as powerful as PowerSchool and K-12 Planet.
This investigation has provided a starting point for administrators who wish to
propose an online asynchronous communication system for their schqols. It has identified
~
the problem that parents are not as involved in the school lives of thejr children as they
I
once were. It provided an overview of the argument that parent involvement is essential
for maintaining ahigh level of student achievement and that parent involvement is
perhaps a more significant detenniner of school achievement than socioeconomic status.
This chapter has investigated the trend that is taking place toward the use of
asynchronous online communications to keep parents in touch with school. Finally, this
chapter has provided three possible software solutions for the development of an online
portal so that parents can be more involved in their children's education.
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CHAPTER THREE
IMPLEMENTATION OF K-12 PLANET: REFLECTIONS OF THE
INTERNSHIP PORJECT
Introduction
Many schools in Newfoundland and Labrador who have a stuli~nt data
management system are using Winschool from Chancery Student Management Solutions.
This stems from an initiative in the late 1990s by the provincial Department ofEducation
to have Winschool placed in every school in the province. As stated in chapter two, it is
logical that schools currently using Winschool would purchase K-12 Planet. This product
is the add-on that allow parents and students to view student specific data through a
world wide web portal.
This type ofproject affects every stakeholder in the school community; therefore,
it can be argued that its initial success is based on the process that is followed for its
introduction into the school. This chapter chronicles my experiences in the
implementation ofK-12 Planet during my internship.
Setting the Stage: Pre-intemship Preparations
During the Winter and Spring of2004 my cooperating principal spent a
tremendous amount ofenergy researching the best possible alternatives for a
communication system that gives parents an internet portal to access their children's
school data. After analyzing several options, the administrative team and the department
heads decided that K-12 Planet was the most viable alternative. This was no surprise
considering the school had already been using Winschool for several years. Once this
decision was made, it became important to inform staff and parents of the plans for the
19
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following school year. Staff and parents were encouraged to log onto the K-12 Planet
website and try out the demo so that they could develop an appreciation for the
capabilities of the service. Chancery was contacted at this time and it was decided that
the school would purchase the K-12 Planet service at a cost of $2.00 ~r student.
I think this approach to the project was an essential element for ~ts ultimate
success. Stakeholders became familiar with the name of the service and had at least an
introductory knowledge of its capabilities. The name K-12 Planet was used in school
correspondents, public service announcements, parent meetings, staffmeetings and
student assemblies. When I started my internship in September, it seemed that the
momentum had already begun.
In the June prior to the service role out in September, the school purchased the
subscription from Chancery. District service agreements were signed and paYment had to
be received by Chancery before any materials were mailed out to the school.
Planning the Service Implementation
When I arrived at the school in September, the school had received the necessary
documentation to start the service. This package included:
1. Reference materials for the account and system administrators.
2. Reference materials for parents and students (Appendix A).
3. Reference materials for teachers (Appendix B).
4. Communications materials such as sample letters, public service announcements,
news releases, and parent release forms.
5. Detailed instructions on how to set up the service (Appendix C).
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When planning the role out of a project such as this, it is essential to collaborate with
the administrative team to ensure that all points of view are represented. There are many
diverse philosophies associated with any decisions in the school environment and there
are many key questions to be answered. It is essential that the imple~entationplan be
well thought out and should include answers to the following questibqs:
• Who is going to be the onsite manager of the service?
• What computer in the school will take on the responsibility of data upload to
the K-12 Planet website?
• In what order do stakeholders start using the service?
• How are you going to inform parents that service is up and running?
• How are you going to provide in-service opportunities to the teachers?
• How are you going to provide training to parents?
• How are user accounts going to be distributed?
• What are the basic expectations for teacher use?
In the case of this school, the principal assumed the responsibility of onsite
manager, known in the K-12 Planet setup as the system administrator. The school
technology person was appointed the accounts manager. This is significant because these
positions have a specific set of permissions in K-12 Planet that give them more access
than teachers, students or parents. The flowchart in figure 1 provides the plan for the
service role out.
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FiQure 1: Implementation Plan !,'
Technical Setup
The setup ofK-12 Planet is relatively straight forward. Appendix D provides
some ofthe technical notes that I took when configuring K-12 Planet. Essentially,
Winschool version 4.3.3 is installed on one computer system in the school and during the
installation there is a module added to the shell that is configured to upload a copy of the
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data from the Winschool database already in use in the school. 1bis }:ink is programmed
to upload the school data to the K-12 Planet server in Vancouver, British Columbia at
whatever time of the day is chosen by the system administrator. It is important to
highlight here that this data is uploaded every day wi~out user intervention. The only
change is that teachers have to export their marks a little differently in the Winschool
grade software. They also have to export their grades whenever they m'ake changes to
them. When that first upload is complete, users can then log onto the service with any
internet browser. Subsequent uploads are incremental - meaning that only the
information that has changed since the last upload will be uploaded to K-12 Planet. 1bis
is significant because the first upload takes about 30 minutes but after that uploads will
only take 2-5 minutes.
User Account Distribution
When the service was set up, teachers were eager to get their user accounts. Many
teachers started immediately getting organized even before students received their login
information or there was any formal in-service provided.
The method ofdistributing user accounts and determining who gets those
accounts became a critical decision in the early success of the service. The administrative
team had to explore issues such as: who the service is intended for; and how the service is
to be perceived by students. Some may argue that the login information should be mailed
out to the parent and the student should not get an account at all. Others may argue that
the student and the parent should get their own separate accounts. The administrative
team decided that we should distribute the account information to the students only, and
the parents should use their children's login information to access the portal. It was felt
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that increasing Student achieve~entwith the help of this service w~ based on several key
issues:
1. The student has to see i primarily as a service to help them.
2. Students should not see the system as a puniti'~e measure.
3. The sel"Vice has to be s en as being for all students not just thQse who are not
Iperforming well in sch 01.
4. Students should not fee that the school is going behind their back so that their
parents Or guardians cO\1ld spy on them.
All student user accounts were printed and organized by homeroom. The accounts were
then distributed with a memo t parents explaining the service and the quick reference
card for parents and students (~ppendix A). Students were told that they had to take the
account information home and share it with their parents. During the evening of the day
that login infOllnation was disttibuted, there was an orientation session for parents
included on the agenda of the ~gu}armeet the teacher night. Is it naive to think that the
login information got home to tJarents? I would argue that in many cases the information
did not get hOI1l.e right away aI\d many did not get home at all. There was however,
tremendous value in having s"-\dents included in the process. I agree with the approach
of Sonak et al. (2002). I think That maximum benefits will come from having students
use this service as a tool to sta organized and track their own progress. The byproduct is
that parents are able to stay in ontact with what their children are doing in school and
support them When it is necess~.
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Parent Orientation
Any parent who reads school correspondence or follows the local media would
already be aware of the school's plans to introduce K-12 Planet. As was mentioned
~
earlier, there was an orientation session provided to parents during the regular meet
the teacher night in September. The principal spent about 30 minutes demonstrating
the capabilities ofK-12 Planet. He discussed grades, attendance, messages and
homework. He highlighted the fact that this is new and there will be technical
difficulties. He also reinforced the fact that it will take some time for teachers to get
familiar with the service and start using it as a teaching and learning tool. I spent
about 30 minutes discussing some of the technical features of the service (Appendix
E). I gave an overview on some ofthe research findings of this type of service;
computer and internet requirements; the importance of password security and the
secure features in place for data transfer over the internet.
In-service Opportunities for Teachers
In any school setting, the introduction ofa service such as this can present many
challenges. Most school faculty members can be divided into one of three groups when
learning a new technology. There are those who will embrace the technology and
independently learn how to use it. They are the first people to use the new technology and
usually become the informal leaders in the orientation of other teachers. There are those
who move forward cautiously. They start using the technology over time and actively
search out help from the informal leaders. The third group will not likely use the
technology until it is mandated by the administration and will not begin using the tools
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until there is some sort of formal in-service offered. K-12 Planet is not a difficult
technology to learn. Any teacher who has used the internet can, with a few reference
materials, start using K-12 Planet very quickly.
The administrative team decided that most of the teachers in their school fell into
~
the first two groups. They then planned their approach accordingly. They decided to
initially, before any in-service, give teachers login accounts and reference materials and
let them use K-12 Planet without any expectations for its use. Over the period of a couple
of weeks most teachers at least logged in and started getting familiar with manipulating
their space on the system. Several teachers started getting themselves organized right
away and started using the more advanced features of the service. After about two
weeks, a half day in-service was delivered. The principal and I were the presenters and all
teachers attended. It became obvious that a tremendous knowledge base had developed
informally even before the in-service took place. I am convinced this informal knowledge
base was the key to making the best of the short period of time we had for training. A key
component of the in-service was a separate laboratory based training session for both
experienced users and less experienced users.
After the teacher training session there were several expectations for teachers' use
ofK-12 Planet. First, teachers were expected to start exporting their grades from the
Winschool grade program to K-12 Planet. This included exporting their marks after each
piece ofevaluation was graded. Secondly, teachers were expected to begin posting
homework assignments online. Finally, teachers were expected to promote and encourage
its use in their classes. Many teachers advanced beyond this and started posting web
resources for their course and in some cases even developing curricular web-sites. Two
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months after this initial in-service and after K-12 Plane perfofIll: d !~uccessfullY in
distributing report cards, another in-service day was prC>vided to ~l teachers in the
school. A popular session during this training day was t)n the ad anced use ofK-12
Planet.
~
It is critical that the needs and the day to day d~rnands 0 teacqers are taken into
account in all aspects of the introduction of this type ot advancetnent. I~ is important that
administrators are patient with their staff members while setting tealistic goals for its use.
Giving extra work to teachers is not currently popular In school ; therefore, the
intrOduction ofthis service needs to be perceived as an alternate way ofdoing things that
have always been done. It must be viewed as an innovation that Will become a time
saving tool for teachers.
Training for P_rents
K-12 Planet is very easy to navigate and manipulate frolQ the parents'
perspective. It requires less technical savvy than usin~ onlineb~g. Parents do not
have any editing abilities; therefore they need only be able to l()~on and navigate through
the various web-pages displaying data specific to their children, In spite of this, it was
important to offer a training session for any parents \\rho neede<t guidance using the
portal. I provided a laboratory-based training session for paren~ about a month after the
system was rolled out. Several parents attended the s~ssion whi~h consisted of about 30
minutes of general orientation and 60 minutes of questions and answers on specific
issues. The feedback from parents was positive. The}' felt that tlley could finally be
confident that they knew what their child was doing in school.
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Providing Support to All Users
While I worked in the office I was fortunate to be included in nearly all situations
that the principal and assistant principal were involv~~ in. I was included in all meetings
of the administrative team and my opinions were actively sought on ~y issues.
While I shadowed the principal and worked in the office, my • responsibility
was to provide K-12 Planet technical support for students, parents and teachers. This role
however, was not a demanding one. Most contact with students was concerning the loss
of login information. Contact with parents did require some working through problem
situations on the telephone; however, password information was generally the most
common challenge. It is significant to indicate here that login information was not given
out over the telephone. If a parent requested a login, they were asked to get their child to
pick up the information at the office the next day. This served two purposes, first it
indicated to parents that the school was serious about maintaining a strict level of
security. Secondly, it maintained the philosophy that students had to be a part of the
process. We felt that it would be counter productive to go behind the student's back to
issue a usemame and password. In one or two cases the student initially refused to give
the password to the parent; however, once they were informed of the seriousness of
withholding the information, they gave their parents the necessary documents. Technical
support to teachers was a little more demanding. On this level there were problems with
marks getting uploaded properly to K-12 Planet. Some of these problems occurred
because ofconfiguration problems when the service was first getting set up. Other mark
uploading problems originated with the server in Vancouver, British Columbia. Any
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school wide technical issues not associated with configuration problems in the school
required me to contact technical support at Chancery Student Management Solutions.
Challenges with K-12 Planet
Before I discuss any of the problems with the K-12 Planet serrice, it is essential to
4
reinforce a major point. As a concept, the use of web portals and rela,ted asynchronous
technologies to connect students and parents with school is arguably o~e of the best
technical advancements the education system has ever experienced. Although there is a
limited amount of primary research supporting this statement, I do not think any educator
can argue against the opportunities it offers for increasing student achievement through
its power to enhance communications among stakeholders in the school community.
K-12 Planet, as a software solution, has a few weaknesses that need to be
addressed. Firstly, Chancery Student Management Solutions has a large technical support
office in Vancouver, British Columbia. Chancery has its products in all time zones all
over the world, therefore, in Newfoundland it is nearly 1:30 P.M. before a technician can
be reached by telephone. In addition to this, the technical unit does not seem to have
sufficient numbers ofseasoned technical personnel for the demand on their services.
Secondly, the literature on K-12 Planet will make misleading statements that there is very
little technical ability needed to set up the product and the developers claim that it
essentially runs itself. It is my experience that someone with a moderate to advanced
technical knowledge of the logic used by the software will need to be in the school to
assist with solving problems. It is essential that someone is in the school to at least ask
the technical support people the correct questions. Thirdly, Chancery is going to need to
add more infrastructures to its operations to effectively handle the demands of
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subscribers. As more schools purchase this service, the demand i~.increasingand causing
upload problems. Chancery has had a message about upload problems on its site for two
months. It is time these problems were flXed and the message was erased. Finally, in
future upgrades, there are issues with the website in~~rface that will need to be fixed.
Currently, the space for teachers to post homework is limited to justJ600 characters per
posting; course offerings listed on the site do not provide space for short descriptions of
courses; and conduct information uploaded from the school database does not upload the
line where teachers write notes on the specifics of the disciplinary infraction. When
parents see conduct information through the web portal they get vague conduct
descriptions selected from a preprogrammed list. They do not get any specifics on the
discipline problem.
Early Indicators of Success
It is much too early to do any kind of primary research to ascertain the success or
failure of the K-12 Planet service. It can be argued that it would take about a year before
its success could be evaluated and even then true success could only be measured in an
increase of student achievement. For now, we must find support in the volumes of
research that conclude that the key to student achievement is including parents in the
process and improving the lines ofcommunication between home and school. Following
this logic, it is more important that parents and students are using the technology to
enhance C01lllIlunication because we know that communication is the key for student
achievement (Henderson & Berla, 1997).
There have been some indicators that students and parents are actively using the
service. The school principal (personal communication, Nov 1,2004) did a survey of
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every child in the school. A random selection of 200 of those surv~ys showed that 39% of
students do not use K-12 Planet; 49% indicated that they use K12 Planet 1 - 3 times per
week; and 14% indicated they use K-12 Planet more than 3 times per week. This is
significant because it shows that after only about two months of use, J<.-12 Planet is being
used by 63% of the school population (personal communication, No.v ~,2004). It is also
interesting to note that a large number of those students who did not use K-12 Planet
made a comment that they were doing well and did not feel they needed to use it. This
survey was conducted prior to midterm report cards. It is possible that since midterm
reports went home, K-12 Planet is being used more than ever by students and parents.
There has been a tremendous amount of feedback from parents and all of it has
been supportive. Teachers have been challenged to cope with an increase in e-mails from
parents. The amount of correspondence has been increasing weekly. The following are
two comments made by parents who will remain anonymous. I will name them Cathy and
Dayna:
Cathy (personal communication, October 10, 2004) said the following:
I think it is wonderful for a couple of reasons. First of all I am able to keep
track ofmy son's assignments and when they are due. Ifhe is missing any
classes that I don't know about, or receiving any grades that I haven't been
told about. More importantly, it is an excellent tool to open up
communication between my son and myself. For example instead of the
usual, "what did you do today, honey" , "not much", I can say "well I
know you had a test in Physics, how did you fmd it." It gives us more of a
chance to discuss what is going on in school which leads to other
discussions as well. I wish this was available in my daughter's school as
well.
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Dayna (personal communication, October 2, 2004) expressed similar feelings in the
following statement:
I have accessed the Web site. I am thrilled! Tonight when I ask _ ifhe
has any homework or upcoming tests~·and I receive thCf usual answer,
"No,"...I will pull out the printed sheet with the assigned study and say
"excuse me, I think otherwise" ...you gotta love it!
General Reflections of the Internship Experience
The internship experience has been incredible. I have been fortunate on the one
hand to job shadow the principal and observe him work through the daily challenges that
make up his job and on the other hand take on a project which I have been interested in
for some time. I was fortunate that the implementation ofK-12 Planet did not
monopolize my time and I had opportunities to work with students, teachers and even the
guidance counselor on a variety of issues.
The implementation ofK-12 Planet did more than just let me work on a project
that I have been interested in. It gave me the real life experience of initiating change in
the school setting. This, I would argue, is one of the most significant challenges currently
facing administrators. Shrinking budgets, the cutting of teaching units, and increasing
demands from all stakeholders, sometimes make the job ofpromoting change impossible.
Throughout the internship I have had time to reflect on the role of school
administrator. The following are a list of some guiding principles that I have learned:
• Put students' needs first. Do not lose focus of the overall goals ofpublic
education.
• Plan well and articulate realistic goals for your school. Celebrate successes and
even when you experience failure, celebrate the opportunity to learn from it.
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• Never stop learning. Take the opportunity to read the polici~s, latest research and
new trends in teaching and learning. Listen to people around you and learn from
them.
• Develop informal advisors on your staff and ~nlist their advice on critical
~
decisions. Welcome diverse perspectives from everyone on stflff. Never work in a
vacuum.
• Never make a decision on impulse even when you are under strict deadlines. Take
the time to think it through and trust your intuition.
• Take the time to get to know your students. Be visible in the school; identify with
them and treat them all with respect. You will get the respect back even under the
most challenging conditions.
• Get to know your staff. Respect them and value their wisdom. Always try to be
accessible to them. Be sensitive of the challenges faced by the classroom teachers.
• Do not ask your staff to do anything that you are not prepared to do yourself.
• Be a good role model for your staffbut know your boundaries. Administrators
who do not have balance in their lives make teachers nervous.
• Maintain a sense of humor. Find the humor in even the most challenging
situations.
• When dealing with parents, always try to imagine what it would be like to be in
their situation.
• Admit to your mistakes. To do so demonstrates that you are human.
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Conclusion
The ten week internship has been a tremendous culminating activity for my
graduate program. My experiences have been varied and my new learning has been
immeasurable. I had the opportunity to work with a progressive, dedicated administrative
team, a talented, dedicated staff and a group of students that are secodd to none anywhere
in the province. I was able do this within the context of implementing a project that is
within my area of expertise. This school was the fIrst school in their district to offer the
K-12 Planet service to students and parents. It is hoped that our experience and this report
will help to foster the use of similar technologies in other schools in the province.
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Report Period 1
BEL;
Viewing Activities and Events
Activities are ongoing, such as school clubs and teams;
whereas, events only happen once, such as a drama
presentation or football game.
• Click My School, and then click Activities or click Events.
Sending Email
When you see an underlined name, you can click it to email
that person. If a name is not underlined, that person has not
set up an email address in K12Planet.
For more information on sending email, see your browser's
online Help.
Viewing General Resources
K12Planet provides links to educational web sites.
1 Click Resources.
Student Resources display.
2 Click Parent (PARENTS ONLY), or click K12Planet Resources.
click an underlined class name m
see complete detaal1 fur lhat class
~
Viewing Conduct i
Conduct shows a short desFription of a student's behavior
and the school's response.
To view conduct information, parents/guardians must have
custody of a child.
Your school must choose to publish Conduct for this button
to display.
1 If you are a student, click My Info; if you are a parent/
guardian, click My Student.
2 Click Conduct. The last incident displays.
3 To display the previous three or all incidents, choose an
option from the popup menu.
Viewing the Course Catalog
1 Click Planning.
2 From the popup menu, choose a department.
A list of courses for each grade displays.
Appendix A - Page 1
3 To display report cards, click Report Cards.
Graduated Status
Honor Roll Status
Promotion Status
c1ickmviewlhe
previousmonlh
click mview lhat week's
assignments and schedule
Viewing Alerts and Messages
Alerts are timely, important information, such as a reminder
to return a permission slip. Messages are less urgent, such as
a football team victory.
School staff can post alerts and messages for an individual
student, a class, or the entire school.
1 If you are a student, click My Info; if you are a parent/
guardian, click My Student (this button name differs,
depending on who logs on).
Your Alerts display.
2 To display your messages, click Messages.
3 To view alerts for your classes, click Classes.
4 To display class messages, click Messages.
Viewing Homework & Schedule
1 If you are a student, click My Info;
if you are a parent/guardian, click My Student.
2 Click Classes, then click Homework & Schedule.
Homework displays along with a daily class schedule.
~ Homework Bc Sch
Viewing Class Resources
You can view web sites that teachers post as resources for a
class.
1 If you are a student, click My< Info; if you are a parent/
guardian, click My Student.
2 Click Classes, and then click Class Resources.
3 To display a web site in a new browser window, click an
underlined class resource name.
If a security alert displays, click Yes or OK.
4 To return to K12Planet, close the browser window.
Viewing Attendance
After the school updates K12Planet, you can see today's
attendance.
If a date is blank, the school has not updated that
attendance information yet.
1 If you are a student, click My Info; if you are a parent/
guardian, click My Student.
2 Click Attendance.
Viewing Grades and Report Cards
In Current Grades, you can view a progress report for the
present term or all terms.
In Report Cards, you can view report cards online.
1 If you are a student, click My Info; if you are a parent/
guardian, click My Student.
2 Click Grades. Current Grades display.
Getting Help
1 At the top of any K12Planet page, click Help.
2 To return to K12Planet, close the Help window.
Exiting
1 When you finish !Jsing K12Planet, click Exit.
2 For added security, we recommend you also close your
browser.
Etnail ~dd~ss:' F~~~~J<J_2£l~~t.c0r:!1
School bulk mall preference: .
paper"'mail (sent to your mailin'g address
~I Email (sent to emailaddress above)
4 Click Save.
Setting Up Your Email
We recommend you enter an email address, so you can
communicate with school staff using email.
1 Click My Settings, and then click Change Email.
2 In the Email address field, type your email address.
To change an existing email address, highlight your old
address, and then type your new email address.
3 To specify the way you prefer to receive bulk mail from
your school, select a radio button.
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Changing Your User Name and Password
After you first log on, change your password and user name
immediately. After tha~tchange your password regularly.
Treat your password as carefully as you would a bank
personal identification number (PIN).
1 Click My Settings.
2 To change your user name, highlight it, and then type a
new user name. (To highlight, click at the start and drag
your mouse pointer over the text.)
3 In the Password field, higtJlight your old password, and then
type a new password (You must type the correct uppercase
or lowercase letters). ~
4 In the Retype passworq field, type your new password
again.
5 Click Save.
E // 0'o /(0 '~~~
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c.
N Quick Reference Card
...:=.=:: for parents and students
K12Planet displays a copy of some of the information your school
stores in its computer system. Students can view their own
information; authorized parents and guardians can see their
children's information.
If you are unable to view information described in this card,
your school might not yet have posted it to K12Planet or
have chosen not to display that page.
Understanding Security
K12Planet uses the most powerful security available.
Information transferred between your computer, or the
school's computer, and the K12Planet server cannot be read
or changed while in transit. Only you and your school can view
your information.
Your school has implemented policies to protect the privacy
of everyone that uses K12Planet.
• For more information, at the bottom of every K12Planet
web page, click Disclaimer, Security, Privacy, or Acceptable
Use.
I PrilJacy I Acceptable Use
Starting K12Planet
1 In your browser's Location or Address field, type
www.k12planelcom and press Enter or Return.
IJ~Iij hUp:llwww.k12planelcornl
Depending on your browser setup, a security alert might
display. If it does, click Yes or OK.
2 On the K12Planet public web site, click Log on.
3 On the Log On page, type your user name and password.
Your school's account manager gives you your first user
name and password.
I parent
~ ·1--- I:::.~a
If you cannot remember your password, click Request
Password. To receive a password, you must have already
entered an email address in K12Planet.
If you cannot remember your user name, ask your school's
Account Manager to assist you.
4 Click Log On. K12Planet information displays.
The first time, the Change Password page displays;
subsequent times, the Today page displays.
Creating a Family Account (PARENTS ONLY)
If you have custody of several children attending the same
school, you can create one account to view all your children's
information.
1 Log on to K12Planet by entering the user name and
password of the account you received for one of your
children.
2 Click My Settings, and then click My Family.
3 Type the user name and password of the account you
received for another child, and then click Find Account.
4 Confirm the account is correct, and then click Merge
Accounts.
Your children's names now display in a popup menu on
every K12Planet page.
5 To view each child's information, click the down arrow and
select their name.
6 To merge the account you received for another child, repeat
the steps above.
;tartlng K12Planet
orI(12ptanttnavlptlondetalls.~theQulckTourrorParents.Students.andTeachers.
Inyourbrowser.sloc.atfonorAddI65f1eld.ty~www.kt2planet.com.andthenprtssEnter or Retum.
iMJi1I'1IP:I",-.kl~.comI I
Depending on your browser setup, a stCurltyalert might display. Jflt does, dkkYes or OK.
OntheK12Planetwebslte,dicklOlOo.
Ont~LOfOnpalf.typeyourusernameandpassword.
Yoursc.hool'S ICCOUntmanagtf IJves you your t1r5t USff name and password, whldl you should
perlodk.l~c!lan ...
Ifvoueannotrememberyourpasswoni.dkkRequestPassword(torecelveapassword.voumust
have already entert'd an emall address In KuPLanet).
If you caooot remember your user name, askyoursd'lool"$ account manaaerto assist you.
The f1rsttfme you log on. dlck Contlnue.lhe Chanre Password page dIsplays.
Su~uenttlmts.cllcklo80n.TheMessa&espaltdlsplays.
:hanging Your User Name and Password
fteryouIOlontheflrsttlme.chanp'fOurusernameandpasswordlmmedlately.Afterthat,chana!
:)urpasswordreaut.rfy.
-eat your password as arefully as you would your bank personal ldtntlncatlon number (PIN).
CllckMySottlncs·
To chanse your USl!f name, hllhllatttlt, and then type a new user name.
(To hllhnaht,. dlck. at the start of the tot and dra,vourmouse pointer over the text.)
In the Passwordflekl, hlghll&htyouroldpassword,and then type a new password (you must type
thecorrectuppercaseaodlowerta5elftters).
In the Retype pas5word field,typt your new password apln.
;ettlng Up Your Emall
ferKommendvouenteranemdaddress,soyoucancommunla:tewtthyourschoolcommunlty.
OlckMySettln....nd_d1ckOl.n.. Em.ll
InthtEm.n.ddres.s~d,type~uremall.ddress.
~:=~anexJstlnlemalladdress,h1ahDlhttheOldemaltaddress.andthentypeaMwemall
SpeclfyhOWVOUI'fCfJveschoolbulkmall:toyourpostaIO~_~"~d~SS.
TOI'KfIVflnewslttteraboutKn:PIanetaetMl:lesbyemal~stlectthe"SllnuptorKelVfK12Planet
newslettel"checkbox.
ClldtSave.
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Viewing a Class Roster
tOkkMyStudents,dlckMyOasses,andthencllckRosters.
2 From thepopupmenu, select a tenn.
3 To view a dass roster, dlck a dass name.
~'~:'''_''",_h~_1~ Number Nam. street Addreu Phone Contact
HDm'''''Drlc 9
... s~::~~ :::: == ~~3J::~: =~~S5-12e2:
s:l\eso~ce5o 600530 1iM376tdnlwayRd(200)SSS-921B.
Dlsptlylnr.SbHlaol'l ......
1 In the class roster, dlck a studenrs name.
2 To rttum to your pa.es. dlck. Back to Teacher.
Sending Emall
On any paae, except the And Student and Rosters pa,es, when you see an under11ned name,youcan
click it to emall that person. For example, click Mi Schoo~ click Staff, and then dlck a teacher's name.
IfanamelsnotunderUn@d,thatpersonhasnotsetupanemaJladdresslnK12Planet.
Formortlnformatlononsendlngemail,seeyouremallprolramorbrowsefsonllnehelp.
Posting Messages
:~:: ~: ~~:~~~t~~~: :~~~::I~=~'o~r,t~0~~17 te~~O~~o~ as a remInder to
tOlckMyStudents,andthendlckMessale5·
2 To create a messaae, dlck New Message, and then foHowth&onscreenlnstnJctlons.
Posting Activities and Events
J:o~~:~:a~:~~s:~~ t~~~~ntaets about a one·time evtnt, such as adrama presentation or a
~~ ::~;.tudents and their contacts about an on.,oln. activity, such as school dubs and teams, post
10IckWrfStudents,andthendldc.Announce
2Topostanevent,cPckEvents.dlckNewEV@I1t,andthenfollowtheonsaetnlnstruetlons.
To post an aetlvlty, cUckAetMtles. dlck New ActIvIty, and then followtheonscrun IrtStructJons.
Sending Bulk Mall
To notify one ormol't school stafr,contaets, and students, aeate and send bulk mall.
For each bulk mal~ an emaills IUtDnIItItIUy ...ttDthoH people who ...bnd an .......ddrets and
sNctId tht ...... ptIfIlWtce 1ft KuPlmttAt the same time, a mall merae document Is aeated for
you to prtntand distribute to those people that requested bulk mall be sent to their mallln,address.
• OlckMyStudents,.nd then dkk Bulk Mall
2 Read the onsaeenInstruetions.
3 Olck New Bulk Mal~ and then follow the ortScreen InstructIons.
Assigning Homework
To keep students and <xlntact.s Informed ofcla.ss asslanmerrts. create and post homework.
To assign slmllar homework to your classes next year, copy and paste the asslanments Into aword
processlfll proaram and save them In one or more flld:
1 QlckMy Students, and then dlck My Classes.
2 Fromthepopupmenus,setectlttrm,lndthenstleetadass.
30IckNewHomework.lndthenfollowtheonsaeenlnstruetlons.
Atthf bottom of the form, Ifyouseltettht Post "_days before due date" radio button to post
~~~ ~~~::-~a:~~~:~~ be post!d the spedfted number of calendar daY5 before
To sort the homeworit list, dickan undet1lned column title, sud'l as Oue.
To select all homework assIgnments. selKtthe checkbox below tht Select column title
To delete homework,selectone or more homework assignment ctlfckboxes.and thencllck
DeltteSeiect@dHomework.
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Getting Help
10nthenavlptlonbaratthetopof.nyK12Ptanetpase,dlckHetp.
~:=:~;:::es~s:uc:~r:~~~~ Increase communkadon between your schoo(lnd Its
kuptanttdisplayslc:opyofsomeofthtlnformlttonyouenterInChlnctfYSMS·,Wln~.Ol
="=~':I~~~~S~~I~~e:~~~:a~.:~::e~:::~:~~~ ~~':~sb~~~ 4n
=,tyto InCJNsevourlnvolvtmtnt with parents and thelrchlldrerts lcadtmlc prosress and
KuPlanetUSC!StMmostpowerfulsecurltyIVIJl.ble.lnformatJontrlnsftmdbetweenyourschool"s
computtrandtht Kuf'tanetS«vtrClMOtbt:r&dOlcMllIed white In transit YOl.I"KhooI has.1so
Impltmentedpolldfttoprottctthtpr1vJCYofevtryonethatuse:sKuPllnet
To view K12Planet. you mu5thave Mlcrosoftetntemet Explortrs.oorhlthtr. or Nttsap" Navlptor
4,x,TopostecIassGrldeslnKlzptanet.voumusthave@(!assGrades6.8.40lhf,ner.
Publlshlnglnformltion
You Ind your school conttolwho sees what InformlUOn and when they see ltln K12P\anet.
Your school can d'lOOSt not to pubUsn clrtaln lnfotmltfon, such as studtnt conduet.
S1mltarty,you can save your work and not show tt to students Ind contaets (plrtnts Ind ,uardlans)
="~;~::S~~~d~~:l~F~~r;:~:~u::~~~~~,~:::t
You can View and tdft 1<1zPlanet forms. repn:ness ofwhet:htr you have posted tht lnformatlon.
Dlspllyto spedled studtnls.nd thllrcon~cts
DoNOTdlspllytO.ptcm,dIlUdefl1t.ndtnltlr..._
cDntlld.whtnuvtd, ' ..
,",.. -", "'- ."-.- -_._--It~:l. -:::; ~r =III~ro~~U~:u~o::..:wls~:c::~~1t,. ~...CIIIt1lMr5trllb1tl...",."Jl.
~ *--t .. IIllIIjId ..~ ..........~.~
S:€?E~~7:E£-=
Mlklng ResoultesAvllllble to Students
YOlIcan post web Jlt6 forstudentslh1 thtfr contaets to use as resources fora dHL
tOlckWrfStudents,dickMyOasses,andthendlckOassResources.
:zFromthtpopupmtnus,selectaterm,andthtnseIKtadass.
) alckNewResource.andth~followthf:onscreenlnstructiort5.
2 Toftndaddltlonaltoplcs,ontheSearchtab,typtlqutstlonorkeyword,andthendlckSearct1.
To display I topic desa1ptlon. dlck an underlined topic.
To prlnta topk,cllck Print·FrlendlyVeBJon, d1ckPrlnt. and then d05e the wfodow.
3 To retum to Kt:zptanet. minimize or close the Hetp window.
Providing Feedblck
We are wol'tdnt on new features and ways to make I<tzPlaneteven bettl!f'. Please emall your comments
to:feedblckOk12planetcom.
Exiting
• When you t1nlshuslncKuPIanet.dlckExIt.
Fot'lddtdsecurltv.wtrecomm~dyoullsocloseyourbrowser .
Getting Resources
Kt2PlanetprovldesllnkstoeducatJonalwtbsltes.Tolccesssearchena1nes,researth,news,dass
subJtds.andcollqf/careerUnks:
• Clklr.Resources,IndthendlckMy Ubrarlesor cUdtResearcn.
f...lje.lt~!.BJ
sting Grades
1~~~:n~~12~~l~~~~!:~,~~E:I:es opon ffle, the Kt2Planet ~nn, or both.
g~~~~~:;I~~=~~~:~·d~.:':I.~n·~~~~lkol~
:tIdNffStudents.c1kk WfyCluses, and then c1lckCass SctMdule.
~lowthtonscrtenlnstruetlons.
orU,IloG_Sourco(s)I'orEodlClas
kk My Slud..... d1dl My CIus....nd lhon did< GrId...
'Omth.popupmtnu,selectlt~.
;;~~;1f:~:;·:~.1
ntheEdltSourcepaae,selectthlscheckboA:
~j:::::~~:~~;~~~:: E=~tC:rEt~~;n~~!~=;77.~~~net
1)("" dui., repe.t steps 3 to S.
..... OOUSGnl6ot
lew eOass Grades In KuPlanet.you must flrstuportdus Cfades to flies In thesamefolderas
roster fUes,·,TRM files. Inddassntes. K12PlanetCln only Import the data IfHtent,saresaved
le Ipproprlate cllSJ folders.
I eOassGtades, open the dass whose IfIdes you want to export.
:aa~.It.RlectEJ<port,'ndth"'seIeclKUPiln<tG"d"E.<port.
~~~s:~.~:~t~:~~e. ::;~~Uo~t~~:::~~':r~lt~~S~':~~:~~~h:x::;~~ ~~~~~;:~ ~~r:tthe
DUrse number tl 2000 Ind the section number Is 1. It Is Important that youWlltht upar.flla
,your"",""'r.
IlIttOu.Gridts.Ofyou ... p<ompledto ..... du•• did<OKorY...)
~~~':~=c=':G~":::;.O'OlorMlCSChooldatatOK12P1anet.eOasJGf1dtswl"
...._IrtK.-oot
IUr~doKn'tUMtClusGtadts.youcanenttr.tudents'lfadeslnKl1ptanet.
Iid<MySlud..,lS._MyC~IndI""ndldlGrodts.
lkttan underlneddus I'\Ime. If a dass name fs not undtt1lned,lthasnot been set up to use
:uPlanetGtldnl$tMsowCf.
~':I:.,:,.~~~.ndr.IowI""OIlSCIOfnlnstrudlons.\'oumJrhlnndnhelpfultOlndUd.t""d'to
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This card outlines everything you need to print, distribute, and manage your school's KuPlanet user accounts.
Software Requirements
To view K12Planet, you must have:
• Microsoft® Intemet Explorer 4.0 or higher, or
• Netscape@ Navigator 4.0 or higher
To print user accounts, you must have:
• For Pc. Microsoft Word 2000 or higher, or
Microsoft Windows® 95/98/NT and a Microsoft Word document viewer (to download a viewer, go to:
www.officeupdate.microsoft.com/2000/downloaddetails/wd97VWf32.htm)
• For Macintosh, Microsoft Word 98 or higher
Starting K12Planet
1 Point your browser to WWW.K12Planet.com.
2 Click Log on.
3 If a security alert displays, click Yes or OK.
4 Type your user name and password, and then click Log On.
5 The first time you log on, read the welcome message, and then click Continue. The Change
Password page displays.
On subsequent times, the User Accounts page displays.
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Understanding Internet Security
While working in K12Planet, you are protected by the most powerful security available. Data transferred
between your computer and the K12Planet server cannot be read or changed while in transit.
To protect everyone that uses K12Planet, help your school establish privacy and security strategies and
create an acceptable use policy, and then educate school staff and the school community. For more
information, see the K12Planet System Administrator Guide.
For details about Internet security, at the bottom of any K12Planet page, click Security.rerms of Use Ir I~I
Changing Your User Name and Password
After you first log on, change the user name and password you received from Chancery immediately.
After that, change your password regularly.
1 Click Mf Settings.
2 On the Change Password page, change the appropriate information, and then click Save.
Setting Up Your Email
To print user names and passwords for your school community, enter an email address in K12Planet.
Entering an email address also lets you communicate with school staff and Chancery.
1 Click Mf Settings, and then click Change Email.
2 Type your email address.
3 Specify where you would like to receive school bulk mail: at your postal or email address.
4 To receive a newsletter about K12Planet activities, select "Sign up to receive K12Planet newsletter".
5 Click Save.
Sending Email
On any page, except the User Accounts Results page, when a person's name is underlined, you can
click it to email that person. When a name is not underlined, that person has not set up their email
address in K12Planet.
Printing User Accounts
To distribute user accounts to each person in your school's database, print a logon Report. A logon
Report is a mail merge document that contains a random lo-digit user name and 10-digit password for
each person to log on to K12Planet the first time.
You can also generate a mail merge document for one person or a group of people in your school's
database. For example, small groups are staff and school system administrators; large groups are
students and contacts. We recommend you chunk large groups into several mail merge documents.
If you would like to print one large logon Report, you must schedule the process with Chancery
Technical Support (phone 1-800-688-9939).
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Printing All User Accounts
1 Click Accounts. The User Accounts page displays.
2 dick "Group search & Print".
3 Choose a user group, and choose a sort order Of desired).
4 Click Print All.
You will receive a webmaster@K12Planet.com email containing a link to a mail merge document. It
could be any time from a few minutes to a few days before you receive it, depending on the
number of documents already in the K12Planet server queue.
S To print. open the email and follow its instructions.
The mail merge document looks similar to this:
~ htlpr. .II"P,CIJrF-. k 1~phni'1 cClm/mi\llrr":~rj),,.,/r:-1.Jr
Sr:....l Description.: Chlmcery High School
U51erNallle:
Pusward:
LastNaJIIfl:
FirstNtJtIe:
MalliJIg Address 1:
MaiIiq Address 2:
Matlhag City:
Mailiq Siate:
Mailiq Zip:
j87127:1)27
0216676400
Abrosimof
earl
8701 Pickle ATe
If you want, create a header and footer for the document.
6 Repeat the steps above for the remaining user groups.
Printing One or Several User Accounts
1 Click Accounts. The User Accounts page displays.
2 Click "Group search & Print".
3 Choose a user group. and choose a sort order Of desired).
4 Click Display All.
S dick select All to select all the user accounts on the current page. or select one or more user
account checkboxes. If it is a large list of accounts. to display the next page. click Next 100.
6 At the top of the list. from the "for selected accounts" popup menu, select:
• "Quick Print (No Update last Printed)" to print the Print Report document and not update the
date in the last Printed column. for example. to not update this date when an account is only
being printed for school records.
• "Print And Update last Printed" to print the Print Report document and update the date in the
last Printed column. for example, when accounts are being distributed. The last Printed column
displays the date each account was last printed using "Print And Update last Printed".
7 To print, open the webmaster@K12Planet.com email and follow its instructions.
If you want. create a header and footer for the document.
Repeat steps S through 7 above for other accounts in this group (if applicable).
Repeat the steps above for the remaining user groups.
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Distributing User Accounts
After printing the necessary mail merge document(s), ensure you have parental or school consent
before you display information about students who are under 13 years of age. You can only distribute
user accounts to a student and their contacts after verifiable, informed consent has been granted.
Determine the most effective method to safely provide user names and passwords to your school
community. Face-to-face meetings are the best Other methods include sending registered mail, or
placing an acknowledgment of receipt form with each user account in a sealed envelope and having
students take it home. -.
Helping Users Log On I
If a user remembers their user name and password, but is having trouble 10ggl'1l on:
• Ensure he or she is typing the exact uppercase and lowercase characters. Are the user name and
password spelled correctly?
• Check that their user account status is active. For procedures, see "Setting Up Access to K12Planet"
If a user remembers their user name, but can't remember their password:
• If the user has previously entered an email address in K12Planet, tell them to open the Logon page,
click Request Password, and then follow the onscreen instructions.
Forgot your log on information?
To h"'JfI 'lour p ..ssword f1m..i1f1d to you, click ~1UJr!..E3IIIii:.:II.,
For information about this page, click the Help button.
If a user can't remember their user name:
• In K12Planet, change the user name and password, and then notify the user. For procedures, see
"Changing User Accounts" below.
Changing User Accounts
Only you and the school system administrator can change another person's user name, password, email
address, and school bulk mail preference. Each user can also change his or her own account
information.
To change user account Information:
1 Click Accounts. The User Accounts page displays.
2 To search for a user account by group, click "Group Search & Print", choose a user group, choose a
sort order Of desired), and then click Display All.
Or, to search for an individual user account, click Search, type one or more characters in one or
more fields, choose a sort order Of desired), and then click Search.
3 From the Results, click a user name. That person's user account details display.
4 Oick Logon Info.
S Change the appropriate information.
6 Oick "Save My Changes". Notify the user of any changes to their account.
To print the user account summary:
1 Oick Accounts. The User Accounts page displays.
2 To search for a user account by group, click "Group Search & Prinr, choose a user group, choose a
sort order Of desired), and then click Display All.
Or, to search for an individual user account, click Search, type one or more characters in one or
more fields, choose a sort order Of desired), and then click Search.
3 From Results, click a user name. That person's user account details display.
4 Oick the Export Report link. and then click Export Report.
S Open the email from webmaster@K12Planetcom and follow its instructions.
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setting Up Access to K12Planet
Only you and the school system administrator can change a user account's access. Choose:
• Mive to let the user access K12P1anet: (when a user account is printed, the status is set to Mive by default)
• Inactive .• to not let that user access K12Planet even though the user account is enabled, pending
some action, such as getting parental consent to let a child use K12Planet
• Onhold ... to not let that user access K12Planet when the user account is not enabled, pending
some action, such as reattaching an orphan account
To chanse the status of one user account:
1 Click Accounts.
2 Oick "Group search & Print", choose a user
group, choose a sort order (if desired), and
then click Display All.
Or, click Search, type one or more characters
in one or more fields, choose a sort order (if
desired), and then click search.
3 From the Results, click a user name.
4 Click logon Info.
S From the Account popup menu, select the
access.
6 Click "Save Mi Changes".
7 Notify the user of the changes to his or her
account.
Merging User Accounts
~
To chanse the status of several user accounts:
1 Oick Accounts. I
2 Click "Group search & Pri~t", choose a user
group, choose a sort order (if desired), and then
click Display All.
Or, click search, type one or more characters
in one or more fields, choose a sort order (if
desired), and then click Search.
3 From the Results, select the user accounts'
checkboxes.
4 From the "For selected accounts" popup menu
at the top of the list, select:
• Activate to allow users to access K12Planet,
or
• Inactivate to prevent user access to
K12Planet.
5 Notify the users of the changes to their
accounts.
You can merge contact accounts, so a parent or guardian only need enter one user name and password
to view all his or her children's information.
To merge user accounts, the contacts must have the same custody rights selected in Win School or
Mac School and their children must be enrolled in the same school
Parents and guardians can also merge or separate their own user accounts.
1 Click Accounts, and then click Manage Contacts.
2 Type the contact user name that the parent or guardian will enter to log on and view all his or her
accounts at one time. This will be the master account.
3 Click find Account.
4 In the Merge User Account section, type another contact user name. When this account joins with
the master account, it is called the associated account.
S Oick Add Account.
6 Oick "Yes, Merge Accounts".
7 To attach additional accounts, repeat steps 4 through 6 above.
After a user account has been merged, that account no longer displays in the Results page.
S Notify the contact that the accounts have been merged, and describe how he or she can use the
new popup menu in every K12Planet page.
~e~~~:!!
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Separating Merged User Accounts
You can separate merged accounts, for example, if a contact's custody rights change.
1 Click Accounts, and then click Manage Contacts.
2 In the User Name field, type the master account user name, and then click Find Account.
3 In the Associated User Accounts list, below the "Select to Separate" title, select the checkboxes of
those accounts you no longer want merged.
4 Click "Separate Selected Users".
5 Click "Yes, Separate Accounts".
6 Notify the contact that the accounts have been separated.
Managing Orphan Accounts
Each time your school's data is fully replicated to K12Planet, check for orphan accounts. An orphan
account is a user account that previously existed in K12Planet, but no longer exists in Win School® or
Mac School®.
Orphan accounts are generated when your school copies its entire database to K12Planet - not when it
replicates only database changes. Ask your school's system administrator to notify you when doing a
full replication to K12Planet.
You can reattach an orphan account to an existing account, as well as put an orphan account on hold,
set it to inactive, or delete it. Inactive orphan accounts are permanently deleted during the next full
replication.
For procedures, see the K12Planet System Administrator Guide.
Exiting
When you finish using K12Planet, click Exit. For added security, we recommend you close your browser.
Getting More Information
Documentation • See the K12Planet System Administrator Guide.
Online Help • On the top of every K12Planet page, click Help.
Chancery Technical Support • Email techsupp@chancery.com.
• At the bottom of the K12Planet online Help window, click Technical
Support, and then follow the onscreen instructions.
• Phone Technical Support at 1-800-688-9939.
Chancery's knowledgebase • Go to support.chancery.com, type your Chancery Support (not
K12Planet) user name and password, click OK, and then click the
K12Planet.com icon.
Providing Feedback
We encourage you to help make the K12Planet web site even better by emailing your suggestions to
feedback@K12Planet.com.
C!une2001ChancerySoftwareUd.
Inronnation In this document is subject to change and does not represent a commftment
on the part ofChancerySoflware Ud.
K12Planet is a trademark of Chancery Soflware Ltd. Win School and Mac School are
reglstered trademarks of Chancery Software Ltd. Miaosoft and Windows are registered
trademarksofMicrosoftCoJPoratlon.NetscapeNavlgatorisareglsteredtrademarkof
Netscape Communications Corporation. All other trademarks are property of their
respediveowners.
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Set up ofK-12 Planet
1. Uninstall Win School from workstation which is designated as uploading
workstation for K-12 Planet
2. In the winschool4.33 folder on the program$ drive select the 4.33 client folder
and select disk 1 and setup.
3. Install the central install application into the same folder in the program folder on
the server. ~
4. Using the central install utility, install a fresh install of Win School Version 4.3.3
on Workstation. Chose the typical install.
5. Point icon toward the winschool data on the server as you would any other
winschool icon.
6. Reinstall Win School 4.33 on the workstation, this time select custom and be sure
to lace an X in the box next to K-12 planet.
7. If you get a data error during the custom install reboot the computer and start with
the custom install again. You should not get the error on the second attempt to
install.
8. Once the software is installed, reboot the computer.
9. After rebooting, start winschool. Click on the K-12 planet icon. The software
should connect with the remote K12 planet server and upload the data.
10. Once the data is uploaded you need to program the upload to take place at the
same time each day.
Programming uploading to K-12 Planet Site
1. Open the winschool shell
2. Click on shell on the main menu
3. Select Auto launch setup from the drop menu
4. Place a check in the box next to autolaunch
5. Select time ofday that you wish to upload winschool data to the k-12 planet
site.
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Notes to parents:
Introduction:
• I have been doing some research on this type of service as part of my masters program at
Memorial University.
• K-12 planet has been available for several years. Queen Elizabeth is the first school to start
using the service in this school district. It is expected that more schools will start using it over
the next few weeks and months.
• I met with a colleague at the university a few days ago who said she was using K-12 Planet a
year ago in Cairo Egypt.
Research is showing that:
• When parents and students use this service, there is an increase in school achievement
• Parents use the service because
o It keeps them closely tied to their child's school environment
but do not require them to be at any specific place at any specific time.
o Parents can be connected wherever there is an internet connection and at what ever
time is convenient for them
• Students use the service because
o It keeps them organized with homework.
o It allows them to see their grades as soon as they are available.
What do you need to get started?
1. The Quick Reference Card for parents and students (provided).
2. There will only be one login per family. The login is a student account. Parents and students
are to share the same logon.
3. There is no need for the latest greatest computer to use this. You need only have a system
that is capable of connecting to and browsing the internet.
4. The computer has to be using a browser
Microsoft Internet Explorer (minimum version 4.0)
ii. Netscape Navigator (minimum version 4.3)
Security
How does this work:
1. A copy of the information on our server is uploaded to a secure server in Vancouver each
morning at 9 a.m. Then it can be viewed on the internel.
2. What is seen on the internet is a copy of what is kept at the school. Even though you can see
the information online the data is securely kept on the school server.
3. Even if a password is compromised, the worse could happen is t~ht someone could see
information that is not theirs. Student accounts do not have acce~s to change anything.
4. Chancery, the company who sells this service has the highest level of security available
outside the defense industry.
5. They have teams of technicians who are hired to do nothing else only test the security of
information on their servers.
Your security responsibility is limited to ensuring that your username and password is as secure as
possible.
Your input is greatly appreciated... The school will need your feedback on this service to ensure its
effectiveness. After using the service for a couple of weeks please e-mail me with some feedback.
ahillier@cdli.ca
I'


